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ABSTRACT
Many water sources around us which have kinetic energy to run waterwheels are not optimally utilized. This energy can
be converted into an energy source that can produce electricity. Therefore this study produced a design of a waterwheel
that could be used in low-flow rivers to produce electricity by adding generators. Waterwheel modeling using Ansys is
calculated based on flow assumptions. Modeling using this system provides advantages in the form of computational
power efficiency, the stability of numerical calculations and the accuracy of the resulting solutions. Numerical analysis of
the waterwheel is assumed that the waterwheel is half floating on the surface of the water. As stated in the limitation of
the problem that the incoming water flowing at a speed of 5 m/s from the flow moves the wheel. The flow rate of water
that hit the blade on the waterwheel causes the waterwheel to rotate which is pressured by the flow of water with a
number of 12 blades. With a relatively simple design, the waterwheel produces a wheel rotation I of 91 Rpm and II of 78
Rpm, with a torque of 39.2 N by using some analysis of this design can be applied to river flow with low flow velocity.
The relatively simple design makes it easy to be produced and maintenance. River flow used is in the Malang District
with a flow velocity of 1 m/s gets a power of 1128 W on waterwheel I while on waterwheel II gets a power of 967 W.
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INTRODUCTION
Based on the problem of the electricity crisis and the increasing energy needs, the energy potential of this river flow
must be utilized to the maximum extent possible. One of them is by designing hydroelectric power plants [1,2] to meet
electricity needs by utilizing small water sources [3,4].
The water sources are expected to be able to reduce costs, so that it no longer requires large costs but with a small
cost of producing maximum performance, by using existing materials around us the efficiency is quite low reaching 24%
[5] because it is done traditionally. If you want to increase efficiency by up to 60%, you can make a classic vertical type
water wheel [6,7] by working the change in the potential energy present in the flow of water into mechanical energy by
the wheel. Second is the change in mechanical energy produced will be used to turn a generator that will produce
electrical energy.
Prasad et al. [8] compared the axial efficiency of flow turbines coming through experimental and CFD analysis with
three different guide vane angles. Jain and Saini [9] have estimated the performance and efficiency of Francis runners in
4 different operations of the propeller guide points using CFD and to validate the same as testing the model. Kim et al.
[10] predicted the tubular performance of a hydro turbine type for aperture opening guide variable and the influence of
pressure, tangential and axial investigated velocity distribution on turbine performance using CFD [11].
A research has been done by Hung regarding the analysis of the performance and field of waterwheels by utilizing
tidal energy using six and nine blades produce good efficiency. From the results of the experiment, the more blades used
the greater the torque produced, but the depth of the upstream and downstream of the turbine also increased significantly
in the same way and the same flow [12].
The use of waterwheels has been done for a long time by utilizing the energy of running water. Energy that is
owned by water can be utilized and used in the form of mechanical energy to produce electricity. Average waterwheels
are used on a small scale so that precise calculations are needed in order to get maximum results. Waterwheels are
expected to evolve into an efficient tool that uses design and analysis using several important parameters [13].
Therefore, a waterwheel design that is expected to be able to meet the small scale power consumption is done. This
waterwheel is especially used for household consumers in areas far from cities that have good efficiency. For this reason,
the power plant designed is the one that utilizes the energy of river water flow that has a flow capacity that is not too
large, which is commonly found in the regions. In line with the explanation above, the purpose of this paper is to study
the characteristics of undershot type waterwheels using twelve fruit blades.
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METHOD
This research method uses analysis by collecting various references related to waterwheels. Next, make a numerical
design of a waterwheel simulation using Ansys Student Version 19.1. The waterwheel planning is based on theory and
several approaches to get better efficiency. The flat plate theory approach that is placed in the flow of water used to rotate
the waterwheel consisting of 12 blades with axles of 19 mm, by using the equation as below:
S=L x (D/2) x (1-cosθ/sin α)

(1)

S is a submerged blade surface where L is the width of the water wheel (m); D is the diameter of the water wheel
(m) and α is the tilt angle.
P=Cp x (ρ/2) x vr2x S

(2)

P is the lifting force; where Cp lift coefficient; ρ is the density (kg/m3); Vr is the radial velocity (m/s); S is the
surface of the submerged blade (m)
R=Cp x (ρ/2) x vt2x S

(3)

The tensile force where Cp is the lift coefficient ρ is the density (kg/m3); Vt is the tangential velocity (m/s); S is the
surface of the submerged blade (m).
(4)
F is the resultant force.
Fu= F x cos ε
ε = arctan (CR/CP) – (a-γ)

(5)
(6)

FU is the useful force and angle, where γ is the relative speed angle.
M =Fu x (D/4) x (1+Cosθ/Sin α)

(7)

M is the useful moment, where θ is the angle between the center of the wheel and the position of the blade's
maximum load.
Nu= M x ω= Fu x vt
Nmed = Ki S(Nu/n)

(8)
(9)

Nu is the instantaneous strength and average strength where n is the number of points calculated between zero
action positions, values are usually taken between 1<n<6 and the maximum blade load position, while Ki is the active
blade coefficient, for the undershot type of turbine Ki = 1.6
Nmax = (ρ/2) x S max x vam3
Smax = L

(10)
(11)

Nmax is the maximum strength of the flow, Smax is the maximum surface of the submerged blade and h is the ratio
of the submerged blade.
η= Nmed / Nmax
η is the waterwheel efficiency; while ω is the angular speed:
ω= 4vt / [D(1+ Cosθ/Sin α)]

(12)

(13)

n med is the rotation speed:
n med = (30/πn) x S ωj
θ = cos-1[{(0.5 x D) – (B x h)}/ (0.5 x D)]
α = (90 – θ ) + θ x (m / m+1)

(14)
(15)
(16)
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m is a constant 1≤m≤6
To find out the Radial velocity, the equation below is used:
Vr = v( Vam2 – 2 x Vam x Vt x sin a + Vt2)

(17)

To determine the Tangential Speed, the equation below is used:
Vt = (Vam x sin α) x 0.5 x [1+( cosθ/sin α)]
tan γ = (Vt x cosa) / (Vam - Vt x sin a)

(18)
(19)

Figure 1. Design and dimensions of the waterwheel simulation area
Design and dimensions in Figure 1 above is obtained from calculations 1 to 15. In accordance with the objectives of
this study, a waterwheel that was previously simulated using CFD is a numerical fluid flow approach method with the
help of a computer. Next, we produce it for experimental needs by using river flow that works on low water flow. It suits
the character of the river flow in the areas so that it can be applied in Indonesia which has many small islands. The design
and construction of a vertical water wheel is obtained as shown in Figure 1, the dimensions of the blade length of 600
mm and the width of the blade of 100 mm with a number of 12 blades, to determine the speed of water flow before and
after passing the water wheel.

DISCUSSION
Initial and boundary conditions
Waterwheel modeling using Ansys Student Version 19.1 is calculated based on flow assumptions. With an initial
flow velocity of 4.85 m/s by entering an acceleration value of gravity of 9.81 m/s2. One of the approach models used is
k-epsilon. Modeling using this system provides advantages in the form of computational power efficiency, the stability of
numerical calculations and the accuracy of the resulting solutions. By using a water-liquid fluid material, by stating that
the waterwheel moves based on the flow of water by selecting "Relative to cell zone: fluid-solid" means that the speed of
the wheel will be adjusted to the conditions in the water flow.
Simulation results
Numerical analysis of the waterwheel is assumed that the waterwheel is half floating on the surface of the water. As
stated in the limitation of the problem that the incoming water flowing at a speed of 5 m/s from the flow moves the
wheel. The flow rate of water that hit the blade on the waterwheel causes the waterwheel to rotate as shown in Figure 2 is
a waterwheel which is pressured by the flow of water with a number of 12 blades. The simulation results from the
pressure distribution experienced by each waterwheel blade evenly distributed.
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Figure 2. Speed experienced by the wheel while spinning
Figure 2. shows the results of the distribution of water flow velocity on each waterwheel blade. The red color
indicates the area of the highest flow velocity at the waterwheel blade with a maximum value of 3.42 m/s, while the
lowest water flow velocity on the waterwheel blade is light blue with a value of 2,158 m/s. The numerical analysis results
obtained from the simulation results obtained water wheel speed of 2.19 m/s. as shown in Figure 4. Equilibrium of
undershot type waterwheels.
Experiment
This experimental stage is the testing phase carried out at low river flow speeds with an average speed of 1 m/s
because at the time of testing a small water volume. By using the undershot type waterwheel by the way of working if
there is a flow of running water will hit the wall of the blade located at the bottom of the waterwheel. The character of an
undershot waterwheel does not have the advantage of heat. Because this type works on shallow, even streams. The
selection of the waterwheel is obtained from several waterwheels including overshot, back shot, breast shot and
undershot currently used, namely 2 waterwheels with different angles and forms of money as shown in Figure 3
Undershot waterwheel.

Figure 3. Undershot type waterwheel
In Figure 3 the test shows 2 undershot type waterwheels with different designs. Data was collected directly in the
field, in Malang district. Retrieval of these data is combined to determine the speed of water in the river which is an
average of 1 m/s. so the torque of movement on the wheel can be measured based on current by placing different masses
of different weights. The mass is added until the wheel stops rotation, used to determine the torque of movement by
creating an equilibrium condition at the wheel stop as shown in Figure 4. Undershot type water wheel balance.
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Figure 4. Equilibrium of undershot type waterwheels.
After the flow velocity and the state of equilibrium are known, the next stage is measuring the torque of 2
windmills. Torque itself is the power to rotate the waterwheel because of the flow of water, used a simple dynamometer
type rope brake as shown in Figure 5 below.

Figure 5. Rope brake dynamometer
This is one simple dynamometer consisting of two ropes wrapped around a drum whose water strength will be
measured using a measuring instrument. Where the blurred side is connected by a measuring device, to find out the pull
is symbolized by S. the tight side of the shoulder bearing the dead weight is symbolized with W. so that the braking
torque can be obtained.
Tb = (w-s) r
(20)
Where the effective drum radius is in meters (rb + r '), Rb is the radius of the drum (m) and R' is the radius of the
rope (m). Therefore the power of the waterwheel is given like this:
(21)
From the equation above we get an effective voltage water wheel on the 39.2 N rope with a brake voltage on the
first wheel of 1.2 KW, with a speed obtained of 91 Rpm. with an indication of brake power of 1128 W if the mechanical
efficiency is 80%. While on the second wheel braking voltage on the water wheel of 0.9 KW with a speed obtained of 78
Rpm with an indication of brake power of 967 W.
CONCLUSION
Based on the experimental research results using low flow river flow with an average speed of 1 m / s, with a
spinning wheel I of 91 Rpm and II of 78 Rpm, with a torque of 39.2 N by using some analysis of this design can be
applied to river flow velocity low flow with a relatively simple design that is easy to make and easy to maintain. Why is
there a difference between water wheel I and water wheel II because water wheel I has a higher friction factor than water
wheel II, because in waterwheel II there are additional side covers.
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